Module Three - Grade 4
Overview Anchor Skills:

CASEL Competencies:

Building Community

Social Awareness

Terms:
Matching
Social Expectations

Lesson Structure -

Needed Materials:
Yarn

Module Skill Lessons

Matching Poster (optional)
Ball (optional)

Skill Review: Being Kind
Skill #1: Matching
Skill Instruction (15)
Assessing Prior Knowledge: Matching
Discussion
Skill Practice: Orchestra (10)
Skill Practice: Topic ABC Game (10)

Calming Tool: Deep Pressure
Reflection: Summary Ball
Prompt: "Today I matched the group by ____."
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Lesson Instruction and Script
Skill Review: Being Kind - Kindness Web Activity
Materials Needed: One Large Ball of Yarn (per group)

Group Size: Two Large Groups

Directions:
1. Each group forms a circle.
2. Say: You are going to take turns saying something kind to someone and then gently
tossing the ball of yarn to that person. This will continue until everyone has had a
turn. It is important not to let go of the yarn once you have had your turn. Some
examples of kind things you could say are: I like hanging with you at recess, you are
really good at math, I like your sneakers, I am happy you are in my class.
3. Once each group is finished, Ask: What do you see?
Call on students to share what they notice. Ideas should be related to the yarn
connecting them and that they are one classroom community as well as
kindness connects people to one another.
Discussion: Ask: How do small acts of kindness connect us to one another and fill
our buckets?

Matching
Skill Instruction: What is Matching?
Materials Needed: None

Group Size: Whole Group

Assessing Prior Knowledge: What Does Matching Mean?
Say: Let’s think about what we have learned about matching and the ways to match.
Raise your hand if you can tell the class what matching means. (Doing the same as
everyone else to be a part of the group – we match helpful behaviors and not hurtful
behaviors.)
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Lesson Instruction and Script
Ask: Is my voice matching the volume of everyone else’s voice if I speak like this
during recess? [uses whispering voice] (No.) or this during class time? [uses loud
voice] (No.)
Say: This is called matching with my (Social Coach calls on someone until they
give the correct response of VOICE VOLUME).
Ask: Am I matching others in our group with my body if I do this [stands up and
spins around] while everyone else is sitting at their desks? (No.) Am I matching with
my body if I run in the hallway while everyone else is walking? (No.)
Say: This is called matching with my... (Social Coach calls on someone until they
give the correct response of BODY).
Ask: Am I matching with my mood if I start getting really silly and laugh so that we
can’t continue what we are doing? (No.)
Say: This is called matching with my... (Social Coach calls on someone until they
give the correct response of MOOD OR EMOTIONS).
Ask: If you are talking about baseball, and I start talking about soccer; am I
matching? (No.)
Say: This is called matching the... (Social Coach calls on someone until they give
the correct response of TOPIC).
Say: If all the students are playing foursquare, and I take the ball and start trying to
shoot a basket like basketball, am I matching? (No.)
Say: This is called matching the... (Social Coach calls on someone until they give
the correct response of ACTIVITY).
Say: So, to review, there are 5 Ways to Match:
Body – The way you are positioning your body (standing, sitting, etc.)
Topic – What you are talking about
Voice – How soft or loud your volume is
Mood – Serious vs. too silly, angry
Activity – Doing what everyone else is doing
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Lesson Instruction and Script
Say: If you are forgetting to match, you may hear a teacher ask you how you can
match or tell you what you can do different so you are matching.
Say: You would then think “Am I matching in all five ways? If not, I can match by
changing what I am doing. That would help the group. When I don’t match, it takes
away from the group.” Matching helps me be a caring community member.
Ask: How did you match during the kindness web activity? (With our bodies, the
activity, the mood, the topic which was kindness.)
Ask: Does not matching help the group, or does it take away from the group?
(Takes away.)
Say: To be a caring community member, we must match social expectations. This
means doing what you are supposed to do in a social situation. For example, if I am
waiting to order dinner in a restaurant, I wait my turn to speak while sitting in my
chair, I know what I want to eat and I use a strong voice to order. This is what is
expected in this situation.
Ask: What are the social expectations for:
Having a friend over to my house for the first time – meeting my parents,
siblings (introducing them, being flexible to do what he or she wants to do).
Going bowling (Using an “inside” voice but louder if many people and music,
following the rules of the bowling alley, having fun).
Being a guest at a friend’s house? (Greeting everyone, saying thank you when
leaving, following their rule)
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Lesson Instruction and Script
Skill Practice: Orchestra
Materials Needed: None

Group Size: Small Groups

Directions:
1. Social Coach divides the students into smaller groups and each small group stands
together.
2. Social Coach assigns an instrument to each small group. Instruments can include
flute, violin, piano, drums, trumpet, singer. Social Coach models how to pretend to
“play” each instrument and says: "Match what I am doing with my body or voice to
play your instrument." Each group then does it.
3. Say: I am the conductor and you are the orchestra. When I play your instrument,
you will match by playing your instrument. When I hold up my hand like this (hold
up hand as if in a stop motion), you will match by stopping. We may have only one
instrument playing or we may have more than one instrument playing. I may go fast
or slow. Let’s try it.
Discussion:
Ask:
How did you match during this activity? (Matched the sound of my instrument,
matched with body and movements, matched the activity, matched the mood.)
Would it help or take away if someone used different sounds? Movements? (Take
away.)
Matching helps us to be a respectful member of a community.
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Lesson Instruction and Script
Skill Practice: Topic ABC Game
Materials Needed: None

Group Size: Whole Group

Directions:
1. Say: we are going to do an activity to practice matching. In this game, it will be
important to match the topic as well as the activity - with your mood, body and
voice volume.
2. Social Coach chooses a topic (Examples: fruits, games, things in school.)
3. The group takes turns picking a response that matches the topic while moving
through the alphabet. For example, if the topic is fruit, the first person might say
Apple, then Banana, then Cantaloupe, and so on.
4. If someone cannot think of an answer, they can ask the group for help or pass to
the next person.
Discussion:
Ask: How did you match during this activity? (Matched the topic, matched with body
and voice volume, matched the activity, matched the mood.)
Say: This is a fun and silly game.
Ask:
Would it help or take away if someone used didn’t match the mood and was too
silly? (Take away.)
Asked for help if they needed it? (Help.)
Say: Matching helps us to be a caring member of a community.
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Lesson Instruction and Script
Calming Tool: Deep Pressure
Materials Needed: None

Group Size: Whole Group

Say: Today we are going to learn about deep pressure, deep pressure looks like you are
giving yourself a hug. When you give yourself a hug, you are squeezing your arms tight.
Another word for that is deep pressure. Remember we use Calming Tools like deep
pressure which helps to keep our feelings from getting out of control.
Social Coach: Demonstrate and practice Pretzel Hug step-by-step with students.
Step 1: The Social Coach models how to do deep pressure for the students (squeeze
arms around yourself, as if giving yourself a hug).
Step 2: The class does deep pressure with the Social Coach.
Step 3: Students do deep pressure independently.
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Lesson Instruction and Script
Reflection and Summary Ball
Materials Needed: Ball

Group Size: Whole Group

(Note: See page 259 for 'Summary Ball' Instructions.)
Prompt: "Today I matched the group by ________."

Extension Activities - Matching
Extension Activity: Add-On Story
Directions:
1. Social Coach can provide a prompt (a picture, an interesting item) to start a story.
2. Social Coach starts the story by saying, "Once upon a time there was a …"
3. Each player then matches and adds on to the story in two sentences.

Extension Activity: Popcorn
Directions:
1. Everyone lays or squats down.
2. Social Coach guides the children through the activity by telling them what is
happening. Say: Everyone starts as a kernel of popcorn and the floor is the pan.
3. When the pan gets hotter, the popcorn will start to pop. Children will be encouraged
to move together as a group by jumping up and clapping their hands when the corn
“pops”, gradually increasing as the pan heats up more and more.
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Lesson Instruction and Script
Extension Activity: Same Circle
Directions:
1. Social Coach splits class into two groups.
2. Everyone stands or sits in a circle. The leader will start the game by making a
small gesture or sound.
3. The person next to them will copy the gesture that the person immediately before
them performed, going all the way around the circle.
4. The goal is to keep the gesture exactly the same without any changes.
5. The game will continue with a new leader and gesture/sound until everyone has
had a turn or until you are out of time.
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Lesson Instruction and Script
Extension Activity: In the River/Out of the River
Directions:
1. Place two ropes/string/ribbons on the floor far enough apart to depict a river.
Out of the River
In the River
Out of the River
2. The participants stand on either side OUT of the river.
3. Like a “Simon Says Game” the Social Coach quickly says, “Step into the river, out of
the river…in the river…in the river… out of the river…” and so on.
4. If a player moves when they are NOT supposed to (stepping in to the river instead
of remaining out/stepping out when they should be in) they are excused from the
game to watch from the side.
5. Winner is the player left standing having followed all of the directions correctly.
Discussion:
Ask: What social skills did we use that made us successful? What could we do
differently next time?
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